**NEW!**

**VIRTUAL INSTRUMENT SOFTWARE – SYNTH/ORCHESTRAL**

**EASTWEST**
**FAB FOUR**
- **VIRTUAL INSTRUMENT**
- Produced by Doug Rogers and engineered by Ken Scott
- Includes authentic, rare, period guitars, basses, keyboards/drums, stringed and other mic instruments
- Requires iLok authorization

**GOLIATH**
- **VIRTUAL INSTRUMENT BUNDLE**
- Includes the entire content of Colossus plus 8GB from the latest EASTWEST/Quantum Leap collections
- Requires iLok authorization

---

**ARTURIA**
**THE ONE SINGLE PACK**
- Includes 6 products on a DVD: Analog Factory 2, MiniMoog V, Moog Modular V, ARP2600, CS-80V, Prophet V, Jupiter-8, Bass 2
- Accurate reproductions of legendary analog synthesizers that have defined the sound of modern music
- Virtual analog instrument: Braas – an extremely powerful physical modeling software that allows you to accurately emulate a trumpet, trombone, or saxophone
- All synthesizers in the pack come with more than 400 carefully selected presets
- New modulation possibilities, effects, arpeggiators, and polyphony
- Functions as a VST, AU, RTAS, or standalone

---

**EASTWEST / QUANTUM LEAP GOLIATH**
- **ORCHESTRAL COLLECTIONS**
- Includes 40GB of content including 190 instruments, and over 480 patches of instruments, soundscapes, and textures
- **PLAY Advanced Sample Engine**
- **AU, VST, Standalone**, Intel Mac, Windows XP, Vista and 7
- Intuitive interface that functions as a plug-in instrument

---

**EASTWEST / QUANTUM LEAP SYMPHONIC ORCHESTRA COLLECTIONS**
- **SYMPHONIC CHOIRS**
- **SYMPHONIC ORCHESTRA COLLECTIONS**
- **PERSONAL ORCHESTRA**
- **PERSONAL-ORCHESTRA**
- **MOTU ETHNO 2**
- **MOTU SYMPHONIC INSTRUMENT**
- **FULLCOMPASS.COM**
- **M-F: 8:30-5:30 CST**

---

**ARTURIA THE ONE**
- **VIRTUAL INSTRUMENT**
- **FULLCOMPASS.COM**
- **M-F: 8:30-5:30 CST**
**NATIVE INSTRUMENTS KORE 2**
- 24 COMPLETE Instruments and Effects with 10,000 sounds & 60 GB of samples
- Suited for music production, live performance, instrument and sound design
- High-quality sound engines deliver perfect sound quality
- 5 Brand New Instruments and Effects
- Highly optimized and resizing the entire musical spectrum
- All instruments also run stand-alone and can be used for live performances on stage
- Supports all major plug-ins and samples formats
- Unique integration in professional recording environments

**ROB PAPEN PREDATOR 2**
- Virtual synth engine and separate effects plug-in package
- Synth features - 3 oscillators w/128 waveform types, separate octave control, FM & ring modulation modes for fast and efficient workflows
- Supports all major plug-ins for perfect integration in professional music production environments
- Fully expandable with KOMPLET Instruments and Effects, $60 e-cover included

**SPECTRASONICS OMNISPHERE® POWER SYNTH**
- Over 4GB library - thousands of sounds for all types of music production
- Integrates with any Reason compatible host
- Expanded small library of drums, synths, & loops
- Expanded sequencer functionality, RP07 monophonic arpeggiator, Re-Groove Mixer, Thor Pitch Polysynth, Kong Drum Designer
- Synth features - 3 oscillators w/128 waveform types, separate octave control, FM & ring modulation modes for fast and efficient workflows
- Supports all major plug-ins for perfect integration in professional music production environments
- Fully expandable with KOMPLET Instruments and Effects, $60 e-cover included

**ZERO G PHAEDRA VIRTUAL ANALOG SYNTHESIZER**
- Features over 4GB of sounds, 32,000 samples, and 720 patches
- Users Kontakt Player 2 Audio Engine
- Suitable for all types of music and would enhance any producer’s sonic armor
- Categories include: Synth, Leads, Pads, Riffs, FX, Synth Builder, Multi
- Synth used in making of library include: Minimoog D, Moog Source, Yamaha SMB 1 and 2, Roland JX-10, Casio W250, Ensoniq ESQ-1 (only digital synthesizer)
- All sounds recorded at 16bit/44kHz sample rate
- Up to 64 instruments may be combined in a Multi giving you massive combinations of the supplied single instruments

**STEINBERG HALION SONIC VST WORKSTATION**
- Easy-to-use yet powerful piano music and production workstation
- Next-generation audio and synth engine
- Outstanding library includes over 1,200 instrument sounds
- Unique morphing filters, FluidRanger module for driving beats, arpeggios and complex patterns
- Wide range of audio effects, including REVerence convolution reverb
- Integrated MIDIway sound management system
- Made to be played live: tweak sounds on stage fast
- Full VST Expression support for smart articulation editing
- Cross platform: Windows (VST, VST2, AU) and Mac OS X (VST3, VST2, AU) plug-in support

**STEINBERG THE GRAND 3**
- A first-rate collection of virtual pianos
- Three recorded models based on highly acclaimed grand pianos: the Yamaha C7, the Bösendorfer 290 Imperial and the Steinway D
- Two additional virtual pianos: the vintage Yamaha CP90 Electric Grand and the Nordiska Pianofabriken upright piano
- VST-based convolution for acoustic environment emulations
- Includes standalone version for performing live with quick idea scratch pad and integrated metronome
- Versatile equalizer with full-band parametric control
- Record/Playback MIDI files
- Steinberg Key is required (not included)
- VST, VST3, AU and ReWire compatible for plug-in use

**SYNTACTIC IVOBY PIANOS**
- New graphic interface, and further expanded piano sample sets
- Symphonic piano, Violin, and Ethnic Piano
- All 88 keys individually sampled
- Additional soft pedal samples, and more
- Up to 64 instruments may be combined in a Multi giving you massive combinations of the supplied single instruments

**SYNTHESIZER WHEEL**
- Essential keyboard controller
- All sounds recorded at 16bit/44kHz sample rate
- Up to 64 instruments may be combined in a Multi giving you massive combinations of the supplied single instruments

**VST PIANO 5**
- Virtual piano for Reason
- 5 Brand New Instruments and Effects
- Flight path library
- All sounds recorded at 16bit/44kHz sample rate
- Up to 64 instruments may be combined in a Multi giving you massive combinations of the supplied single instruments

**ZERO G PHAEDRA VIRTUAL ANALOG SYNTHESIZER**
- Virtual analog synthesizer
- Virtual synth instrument, WinXP, OSX...179.00

**ZERO G RV-1 ORTHION®**
- Virtual piano for Reason
- 5 Brand New Instruments and Effects
- Flight path library
- All sounds recorded at 16bit/44kHz sample rate
- Up to 64 instruments may be combined in a Multi giving you massive combinations of the supplied single instruments

**ZONE G PHAEDRA VIRTUAL ANALOG SYNTHESIZER**
- Virtual analog synthesizer
- Virtual synth instrument, WinXP, OSX...179.00